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Lessons from Shielding I_..,trofits at the LAMPF/LANSCE/PSR Accelerator, Beam Lines and
Target Facilities

R. J. Macek

Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos NM, 87545, USA

Abstract

The experience in the past 7 years to improve the shielding and radiation control systems at the Los
Alamos Meson Physics Facility (LAMPF) and the Manuel Lujan Jr. Neutron Scattering Center
(LANSCE) provides important lessons for the design of radiation control systems at future, high
beam power proton accelerator facilities. Major issues confronted and insight gained in developing
shielding criteria and in the use of radiation interlocks are discussed. For accelerators and beam
lines requiring hands-on-maintenance, our experience suggests that shielding criteria based on
accident scenarios will be more demanding than criteria based on routinely encountered beam
losses. Specification and analysis of the appropriate design basis accident become all important.
Mitigation by active protection systems of the consequences of potential, but severe, prompt
radiation accidents has been advocated as an alternate choice to shielding retrofits for risk
management at both facilities. Acceptance of active protection systems has proven elusive
primarily because of the difficulty in providing convincing proof that failure of active systems (to
mitigate the accidept) is incredible.

Results from extensive shielding assessment studies are presented including data from
experimental beam spill tests, comparisons with model estimates, and evidence bearing on the
limitations of line-of-sight attenuation models in complex geometries• The scope and significant
characteristics of major shielding retrofit projects at the LAMPF site are illustrated by the project to
improve the shielding beneath a road over a multiuse, high-intensity beam line (Line D).
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I. Introduction

In the past few years several large projects have been undertaken to improve the shielding of the
various accelerator, beam lines and experimental facilities associated with the LAMPF. A layout of
the LAMPF/LANSCE facilities is shown schematically in Figure 1 which was drawn with emphasis
on the neutron scattering facilities where much of our shielding rework took place. The LAMPF linac
with 0.8 MW of beam power (lmA @ 800 MeV) is the most powerful fixed-target proton accelerator
in operation at the present time. The Proton Storage Ring (PSR), which is injected with H" beam
from LAMPF, is an 800 MeV proton accumulator ring now operating at 75 uA average current and
used to drive a pulsed spallation-neutron source facility at LANSCE. Three primary beams are
available frorn the linac. A one (1) mA beam of 800 MeV H+ ions or nearly 1 MW of beam power is
used in Area A to produce intense beams of mesons and neutrinos. In the future, this area is likely
to see use as a test bed for accelerator-driven transmutation technologies (ADTT). For the past 8
years an intense beam of H" ions has also been accelerated in a time shared mode with H.. The H"
beam is deflected into Line D and transported to the proton storage ring (PSR) that functions as a
pulse compressor ring to provide short, very intense proton beam pulses to drive a spallation
neutron source at LANSCE. About 10% of the linac duty factor is used to provide up to .,-100 pA for
this program. The H" injector has a fast chopper that prepares highly chopped beam for WNR,
another spal!ation neutron facility. Here the beam consists of short micropulses less than 1 ns wide
separated by two microseconds or more. The WNR facility provides fast neutrons from a bare
target while the LANSCE facility employs moderators to optimize the thermal neutron flux desired
for condensed matter research. Both facilities operate simultaneously with Area A. The polarized
H" beam will not be discussed since there are no plans to operate it in the future.

For shielding design and radiation safety assessment, we are concerned with the maximum
capability of these beams. These are shown in Table 1 where the maximum rep rate, pulse width
and maximum average current are listed. There is the potential for 1 MW of beam power for either
the H. or H"beams although, in practice, only -,-10%of the H" potential is used.

Table 1. Maximum beam capabilities of the LAMPF linac

Species Rep Rate Pulse Width I_._k lave
H. 120 Hz 850 ms 16 mA 1.6 mA

H" 120 Hz 850 ms 12 mA 1.2 rnA
,,

Pol. H" 120 Hz 850 ms 30 _A 3 #A

Shielding retrofits for various facilities at LAMPI= and LANSCE were begun before the DOE tiger
teams were on the horizon. The retrofits were a response to changing criteria for mitigation of
potential worst-case, radiation accident scenarios that were previously mitigated primarily by use of
various active instrumentation-based protection systems. At Los Alamos, the new criteria evolved
during a lengthy process of internal assessments and upgrade initiatives stimulated by the
commissioning of PSR/LANSCE, the largest addition to the LAMPF complex since the original
construction that had been completed a decade earlier.

The advent of PSR expanded the number and types of potential accident scenarios that were
mitigated primarily by active protection systems. PSR used an intense H" ion source with peak and

average current capabilities comparable to the H. source and about 100 times the intensity of the H"

ion source used earlier at LAMPF and 1000 times more intense than the polarized H" ion source
then in use for Line X facilities. Accompanying the intense H"source was a new class of accident
scenarios where certain equipment failures or procedural failures could result in an intense H" beam



misdirected to areas (Line X and the target 2 area at WNR) designed only for much lower intensity
beam.

The basic concern with the original Line D shielding stems from the original shielding criteria which
specified that shielding shou!d be thick enough to produce less than 1 mrem/h at the shielding
surface for an expected average loss of 0.04 nA/m. This is a very small fraction (--10"7)of the
maximum beam that could be directed down Line D. An active loss-limiting system was installed
early on to limit spills from errant beams. Difficulties with this approach occur when and if the
instrumentation fails to perform its protection function. One then has the potential of 104 rem/h
dose equivalent rates at the shielding surface during a full power beam spill. Many people are
uncomfortable with this much dependence on a complex, instrumentation-based, active protection
system. If the protection instrumentation fails during such an event there is not much time for an
operator to recognize the problem from other indicators and shut off beam before serious doses are
accumulated at the shielding surface area near the spill. In 5 minutes the dose equivalent is close
to 1000 rem, a truly life-threatening dose.

II. Instrumentation-Based Active Protection Systems

Our response to recognition of this problem was two-fold; improve both the shielding and the
instrumentation. The path of least resistance was to improve instrumentation, a remedy that could
proceed in parallel with continued operation. A more elaborate protection system was devised with
3 layers of "radiation interlocks" (detectors of excess radiation or errant beams sensors that
automatically shut off the beam under errant beam conditions). These were designed to be fail-safe
which for us meant that the device would fail safe for any single point failure in the protection
device. Fail-safe beam loss monitors were installed in the beam tunnel as the first layer of radiation
interlocks. Albatross detectors were installed in the occupied areas for the second layer. Fail-safe
current limiters installed in the normally low intensity WNR beam line constituted the third layer.

The difficulty in developing ultra-reliable, fail-safe instrumentation is illustrated by the fact that it
took the development and implementation of 4 versions of ion chambers electronics by very
talented and experienced instrumentation designers before we were satisfied that the ion-chamber
system was fail-safe against all single point failures. Flaws were eventually discovered in each of
the previous versions.

Probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) or probabilistic safety analysis (PSA) techniques have been
used to estimate frequencies of low probability, but high consequence accident scenarios in a
number of fields, most notably, the nuclear power industry. We turned to these techniques to help
in the assessment of the active protection systems introduced for Line D facilities. A limited-scope
PRA was carried out for the toroid-based current limiter protection system by professionals in safety
analysis at Los Alamos1. The unreliability of the device was estimated to be -.3.7x10_ per
challenge with an error factor (EF) of 2.2 on the estimate. The uncertainty implied by this EF is a
band from a factor of 2.2 smaller to a factor of 2.2 higher than the mean value. The same study
included an analysis of the Personal Safety System (PSS) interlock logic, controls and redundant
beam shut off plugs. The unreliability of the PSS was estimated at 9.2x104 per challenge with an
EF of 2.3. Note that failure of either the current limiter or the PSS logic and beam shut off system
results in failure of the safety system to mitigate the consequences of excess current past the
current limiter.

A limited-scope PRA2 was initiated for a particular accident scenario i.e., failure of a magnet in the
90 degree bending string of the 1L beam line (shown in Figure 2) leading to an unmitigated full-
power beam spill. A full power (100 _A) beam spill here could lead to dose equivalent rates of
--1000 rem/h in the experimental room (ER-1) beneath this beam line. An estimate of the frequency
for this scenario is -,.8x10"8/ywith an error factor (EF) of 12.5. Removing the frequency for the

initiator (-,-.01/y)yields an estimate of .,-8X10"7per challenge (with an EF of 12.5) for the unreliability



of the complete and redundant set of active protection systems (including the run permit and fast-
protect systems)in this area.

Only one initiator, a rare magnet failure, was used for this event. Many other initiators are possible
including power supply drifts, upstream steering changes, operator actions that might be coupled
with diagnostic instrumentation failures in steering the beam, and so on. Without the various loss
monitors (included in the PRA analysis) that limit beam loss automatically or through operator
intervention, the frequency of challenges to the system could be quite high. Steering of the beam to
reduce losses is a daily occurrence usually initiated by operators noticing that the continuously
displayed loss monitor information indicates that losses in this area are increasing and/or are
approaching the fast protect interrupt limit. In the absence of the loss monitor information and
without the run permit and fast interrupt protection these could become large beam losses which I
estimate could occur 10to 100 times per year of operation. A total initiator frequency of lO0/y times
the unreliability of the active protection mentioned above (,,-10"6)provides an estimate of 104/y for a
serious beam spill that is unmitigated by the active protection system. From the above analysis it is
difficult to demonstrate that a full-power beam spill is incredible (i.e., frequency < 10"6/y)in the 90
degree bend of the transport to the LANSCE. An ultra-reliable active protection system for beam
spills is not cheap. You pay for it on the installment plan through continual upgrading and
adherence to rigorousmaintenance and checkout procedures not to mention extensive safety and
reliability analysis. Costs for permanent shielding, on the other hand, are largely one-time capital
costs up front andwith low maintenance costs.

A number of factors motivated the change to a greater reliance on passive shielding. A critical
examination of possible errant beam scenarios showed that full-power beam spills could occur
without rapid burnout of the vacuum envelope. Another important factor was recognition that the
reliance on instrumentation-based active safety systems for prevention of large beam spill accidents
was far greater than the practice at other accelerator laboratories. After much effort to improve the
active systems and justify their use by probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) with probabilistic safety
criteria (PSA) a conclusion was reached that it is very difficult to demonstrate the desired reliability
and that the development, analysis, maintenance and continual upgrading of active systems may be
just as expensive as a shielding retrofit. With passive shielding, the costs are incurred at one time
up front; while with active systems, costs are borne continuously year in and year out.

III. The New Shielding Criteria

After our experiencewithheavy relianceon active protectionsystems,it was concludedthat we
should have sufficientshieldingto providea cap or limit on the maximum dose possiblein a worst-
case beam spill. The limitshould be a dose (perhaps 100 rem) that is not life-threatening in the
sense of a prompt fatality. In essence,the newcriteria assumedthat a large beam spill,
accompaniedby failure of the active protectionsystem to limit the spillcould be a credible accident
and called for sufficientpassiveshieldingto provide a limit or cap onthe maximum dose to levels
that were not immediatelylife-threatening. Our criteria now reflecttheseessentialfeatures of
acceptedpracticeat leadingacceleratorlaboratories aroundthe world. These features are also
reflected inthe guidanceprovide by US Department of Energy(DOE) for the recentlypromulgated
DOE acceleratorsafety order" which nowgoverns DOE acceleratorfacilities.

Minimum shieldingthicknesscan be determinedonce a beam loss (sourceterm) and radiation dose
or dose rate limit (at the shieldingsurface or boundaryof an occupiedarea) are chosen. Much, but
not all, of the originalshieldingat LAMPF facilities had been designed aroundcriteria based on the
anticipatedaverage beam loss. An automated loss limitingsystem based on radiationdetecting
lossmonitorsplaced in the beam tunnelwas installed to limitactivationof acceleratorcomponents
to levels that permitted hands-on-maintenance.At LAMPF/LANSCE we nowusethe envelope of
three criteriacorrespondingto three limitingsituations:



1. A criterion based on the maximum time averaged or expected beam loss at a region of
interest. The shielding is conservatively designed to keep the yearly close to less than 20%
of the regulatory limit.

2. A criterion based on the beam ioss or radiation fields set by the envelope of active safety
instrumentation that can automatically interrupt the beam. The dose limit is typically set by
the area classification Sometimes the shielding is given and the instrumentation adjusted
to satisfy the dose criteria for the occupiable area classification.

3. A passive shielding limit using a criteria based on a worst-case accident scenario [often
called the design basis accident (DBA) scenario] for the region under consideration. No
credit is taken for active safety systems (equivalent to failure of the active or
instrumentation-based safety systems to limit the spill). For LAMPF facilities, the DBA is
taken to be a complete spill of the maximum power beam that can reach the area in
question and the duration of the spill is an hour. A lessor accident may be used if it is
certain to be limited by passive, but not active means. The guidance to the DOE accelerator
safety order mentions a similar DBA.

Some would like to believe that a 100 - 1000 pA beam spill will always melt the vacuum envelope
and shut down the beam. Letting the accelerator up to air will certainly result in a passive shut off of
the accelerator without further intervention by operators. Rupture of the vacuum envelope for
beams of this intensity is likely for well-focused beam subjected to a simple steering error, but it is
not assured in every case. For example, a turn-to-turn short in a quadrupole could lead to a
diverging beam that is missteered in such a way that it is lost over a few meters of stainless steel
vacuum pipe. In this case, the pipe will heat up but not melt or rupture. In safety analysis, one is
looking at the worst case accident scenario not the most likely scenario. Clearly, all lessor spills are
bounded by this DBA and by designing for it all others are covered.

The new portion of shielding criteria at LAMPF/LANSCE that is based on the DBA calls for shielding

that is thick enough to limit the dose rate in occuP4iedareas to ,=1-100rem/h depending on the area
classification and presence of radiation interlocks . Partial credit was taken for a qualified active
protection system by allowing radiation areas protected by such a system to have the highest limit of
100 rem/tl. A similar area not protected by radiation interlocks would require a lower limit of 30
rem/h for the DBA. For new facilities, the cap is 10 rem/h; the limits mentioned earlier are for
existing facilities. Our shielding criteria (policy) are likely to change in the near future to reflect the
DOE accelerator safety order limit of 25 rem/h for a low hazard facility classification.

IV. Assessment of Existing Shielding

Assessment of the existing shielding against the new criteria is a non-trivial task that is only partially
completed. The goal is to find all of the regions not in compliance with the criteria. We used all of
the methods at our disposal including experimental studies via beam spill tests and computations
using semi empirical models (Moyer Model and extensions of it) and Monte Carlo techniques
(LAHET/MCNP). For simple geometry such as transverse shielding of beam tunnels we get good
agreement between all methods as will be shown in more detail later.

A key factor in the computational assessment of existing shielding is reliable information on the
shielding materials, thickness, density, composition and layout that one would hope to obtain from
accurate, as built drawings. Visualization for some of the complex 3-dimensional layouts for the
LANSCE and WNR target areas was very difficult and we found 3D CAD (computer aided design)
techniques most helpful for generating a sufficient number of cross-sections to aid in locating the
shielding deficiencies. We found it necessary to go to the expense of a surface survey and
conversion of data from drawings to CAD. Verification of the CAD database is a significant problem
and has been done only to the extent of physically verifying a very small sampling of the cross-
sections.



We tend to place the greatest trust in the spill tests for the simple reason that the conclusions should
not depend upon knowingdetails of the shielding parameters. The main uncertainty in the spill tests
has to do with correction of the albatross readings for the neutron energy spectrum. Limited
spectrum measurements have been made using Bonner spheres. We tend to rely more on the
spectrum obtained from the LAHET/MCNP calculations. For our typical situation in the transverse
shielding of beam lines, .,.60% of the dose equivalent arises from neutrons of energy greater than 20
MeV to which the albatross is not very sensitive. The Albatross response curve is shown in Figure 3
and includes recent preliminary results from a study at WNR5 . Thus, our albatross readings
typically require a correction by a factor of ..-3.

From our numerous spill tests we have developed confidence in tile Moyer model for simple
geometries (especially for transverse shielding of beam lines) where the shielding parameters are
known e.g. beam spill studies in the line D beam tunnel. A cross-section of the tunnel and shielding
is shown in Figure 4.

For the spill tests, a beam of known intensity (..-0.1_,) impinged on a test plug of copper (100 mm
diameter, 150 mm long) installed on an actuator in the beam line vacuum envelope. A regularly
spaced array of albatross neutron detectors was deployed along the beam (Z dire,",tion)before and
after the spill point (LDTP03 is the device designation on the Line D beam line drawings) and the
neutron dose equivalent rates read out remotely. Another array of albatross detectors was deployed
transverse to the beam line (along the X axis) at the point of the maximum dose rate in Z. Albatross
reading were corrected by a factor of 2.7 that was estimated from the neutron energy spectrum
calculated by the LAHET/MCNP codes6•

Corrected albatross readings scaled to a 1 _ spill are plotted in Figures 5 and 6 along with dose

eTquivalentrates calculated using both the Moyer Model and the LAHET/MCNP Monte Carlo codes
• Agreement among the three methods is excellent. Both the Moyer Model estimates and the

Monte Carlo estimates include the self-shielding in the copper target• For a 1 #A point spill on a
typical beam pipe or target having negligible thickness transverse to the beam (compared to an
attenuation length), the dose equivalent rates at the surface of the shielding would be a factor of 1.4
higher. The Moyer Model source strength parameter (at 800 MeV) used here is the average of the
values obtained from best fit formula of Thomas and Liu summarized in the 1988 IAEA report8 and
from an earlier fit by Stevenson9. Use of these fits at 800 MeV is a sizable extrapolation from the
lowest point at 7.4 GeV used in the regression.

We know that the Moyer Model has its limits. We have found large discrepancies for complex

geometries such as those around the transport to the LANSCE target (shown in Figure 2_. Several
spill tests were conducted to estimate the worst-case dose equivalent rates. In one test , a block of
iron intercepted the beam that exited from the beam pipe in the C magnet when the magnet was
shut off. The albatross detectors were hung form the ER-1 crane rail in 15 degree increments
around the target shield and at 2 different heights• Results of these measurements, scaled to 100
_, are shown in Figures 7 and 8. The albatross readings have been corrected (factor of 3) for the
expected neutron energy spectrum. The simple line of sight Moyer Model missed by a factor 100 or
more in the region shadowed by a large mass of extra steel shielding place in the fonNard direction
from the beam line. Monte Carlo calculations using LAHET and MCNP were started by Carol
Wilkinson and Stephanie Frankle but were never completed when it appeared that LAMPF and
LANSCE would close. LAHET/MCNP calculations are being started again by Ron Nelson and
Laurie Waters now that a new sponsor is on the horizon. We expect that a proper LAHET/MCNP
calculation should give reasonable agreement if enough of the geometrical details are included.

There have been many useful spill tests conducted at LAMPF that have not been described in this
paper. The major LAMPF/LANSCE spill test data sets are listed below:

• Linac RF shafts before and after retrofit (fill shafts with sand)
• Line D

1990, 1991, 1992 spill tests covered 4 - 8 Xshielding thickness



=_ --10 Spill points repeated for 2 years
Spill tests at areas before and after retrofits

• 3 spill points in the 1L Beam line at LANSCE target area
• Skyshine measurements from Area B and external proton beam line (EPB) spill tests

The author can provide internal reports for those who are interested in more details.

V. Shielding Improvement Projects

Our shielding studies have lead to a number of shielding retrofits. One will be described which
clearly illustrates the cost and difficulty of revising shielding after the initial construction. Line D
goes under a well-traveled road (see Figure 9 for a layout) that typically has 2000 cars per day
crossing over Line D. To meet the new shielding criteria cited earlier, we wanted to reduce the dose
equivalent from the DBA by a factor of 1000 and still keep the road. This required replacing 6 feet
of dirt with 6 feet of steel. For structural reasons, we could install only 5.5 feet and thus obtained
only a factor of 300 reduction. The dirt over and next to the tunnel had to be removed to the depth
of the tunnel floor. Footings and stem walls to support the steel were install but could only support
the load of 5.5 ft of steel over the needed span plus the dynamic load of heavy overhead traffic (30
ton forklift fully loaded). The project cost about $3M. Rerouting the road and providing a new
access to Area A for heavily loaded vehicles was considered but it was also expensive and would
interfere with other programs.

Other completed shielding retrofit projects included filling 44 linac RF shafts with sand to provide
shielding equivalent to ,-,7.5m of tuff, a project to install --,0.75m of steel in the Line D tunnel where
it forms the roof of ER-1, additional shielding in the LANSCE target cell and service area, and
improvements to the switchyard truck access and switchyard entrance maze. The amount of
shielding for both the Line D tunnel project and LANSCE service area project was severely limited
by the load carrying capacity of the existing structures even with the additional support structures
that were incorporated to the maximum extent possible without losing crane coverage in ER-1.

One more major shielding challenge remains for the LANSCE program. It is essential for the
renewal of the program that users have access to ER-1 with beam on to LANSCE and or WNR. A
worst-case spill either in the 1L line (100 I.LA)or in the WNR line (1 mA) each lead to levels of
-,,1000 rem/h in the area of ER-1 that needs to be occupied. Preliminary studies indicate that it
should be possible to install sufficient shielding in the LANSCE target cell to bring the levels for the
DBA in the 1L beam line down to 25 rem/h.

There is less hope for adding sufficient shielding around the WNR line in its present layout. We are
studying the option of moving the portion of the WNR beam line that is over ER-1 so as to get
enough shielding between the beam line and ER-1 to meet the new criteria. Shielding the region
between ER-1 and the target 2 room at WNR looks very difficult. We may have no practical
alternative but to either shut off the WNR beam during ER-1 entries or develop an ultra-reliable
active protection system and hope to persuade the regulators that its failure is incredible. The
worst-case scenario for WNR is a higher order event in that more simultaneous failures are required
than for the DBA in the 1L beam line. In 1L it takes only a single point failure of the beam transport
to spill the beam and failure of the spill monitoring interlocks plus failure of the RSS albatross
detectors to sustain the spill and thus produce the DBA scenario. The DBA for the WNR requires, in
addition, the failure of the chopper or master time in order to send 1 mA down line D and failure of
the current limiter in order to sustain the 1 mA beam loss.

Vl. Conclusions

What are the important lessons, conclusions and recommendations to be drawn from the
LANSCE/Line D shielding experience to date?



1. Perhaps the most crucial issue is the formulation of an acceptable and lasting shielding
criteria with respect to worst-case accident scenarios. For us, the modern criteria have
meant increasing the shielding to achieve a factor of 100 to 1000 additional attenuation of
neutron dose rates. This is much more significant than a factor of 2 or 3 uncertainty in the
estimation of shielding effectiveness. We need criteria that will be acceptable over the life
of the facility. The issue is primarily a risk assessment, risk management and risk
acceptance issue for the accelerator community and safety authorities.

2. Accident criteria rather than expected beam losses will determine the shielding at future
high beam power hadron accelerators and beam lines. This is a result of the strong
inducement to reduce beam losses to a very small fraction of the beam intensity in order to
minimize the need for costly remote handling of the accelerator components. Accelerator
builders have responded by developing machine designs with remarkably low beam losses.
Specification and justification of the appropriate DBA(s) are increasingly important issue for I
the accelerator community and safety authorities.

3. Permanent passive shielding costs least when it is part of the original construction.
Retrofits in highly built up areas such as Line D and the LANSCE target area can be
exceedingly expensive. A prudent decision maker should carefully evaluate the need for a
sizable safety factor in the design of shielding for new facilities at a green field site in order
to allow for changes in standards wi*h time and for future increases in the beam power at
the facility.

4. The debate over the amount of credit to allow for an active protection system continues
and is especially important for retrofit situations. We cannot always afford to start over with
a new green field site. Some credit should be permitted for well-designed, well-engineered
and highly reliable _'ctive protection systems. Progress in risk quantification, more rigorous
cost/benefit analysis and demonstrated high levels of system reliability will make it easier to
justify greater reliance on active personnel protection systems at accelerators.

5. The Monte Carlo codes such as LAHET and MCNP appear to give good results but they
are costly to use. There is a big investment needed to become proficient in their use. An
easier more user friendly interface is sorely needed to permit their effective use by more
people.

6. Improvements in neutron dosimetry for use around accelerators would be most welcome.
Development of improved methods for measuring dose equivalents from high energy
neutrons and for situations with a broad energy spectrum should be encouraged.

The shielding retrofits and other improvements in radiation protection systems at LAMPF, LANSCE
and Line D have been difficult and costly adjustments to the program plans at Los Alamos for the
past few years. Unfortunately, they came at the same time as overall budget reductions for the
LAMPF accelerator complex. It is to be hoped that, the hard-won lessons learned from this
experience will benefit future high intensity accelerator programs.
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Figure 3. Albatross IV response curve.

Figure 4. Cross-section of Line D beam tunnel at spill point beneath a parking lot.
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Figure 5. Results of spill tests in the Line D tunnel. Dose Equivalent Rate (DER) plotted as a
function of distance, Z, along the beam line.
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Figure 6. Results of spill tests in the Line D tunnel. Dose Equivalent Rate plotted as a
function of distance, X, transverse to the beam line at the maximum in Z.
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Figure70.Spill test in the 1L beam line. Beam spill on steel block at the top of the 90 degree
bend. Bending string turned off. Neutron detectors 0.8 m below ER-1 ceiling. All dose rates
in rem/h for 100 I_ beam spill.
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Figure 8. Spill test in the 1L beam line. Beam spill on steel block at the top of the 90 degree
bend. Bending string turned off. Neutron detectors 1.8 m above floor in ER-1. All dose
rates in rem/h for 100 gA beam spill.
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